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Below are the rubrics that will be used to evaluate your Summer Reading Project.  Please choose 
a project and follow the rubric during construction.  Have fun and Happy Summer Reading!!! 

Art Piece – Sculpture/Painting/ Drawing of a Motif or 
Theme 
Creativity          _______/15 

Art piece should depict the importance of the scene/item to book’s plot  _______/5 

Art piece is student’s 100% original work      _______/5 

Piece is true to the scene’s/ item’s description     _______/20 

Presentation includes acceptable eye contact, volume, voice variation, pitch _______/10 

Class presentation is between 3 and 5 minutes long     _______/5 

 

     Total      _______/60 

Comments: 

 

Diorama Rubric 
Creativity          _______/15 

Accuracy to the scene in the book       _______/15 

Depicts a scene that holds importance in terms of plot, theme, or symbolism _______/10 

Diorama is neat and detailed        ______/5 

Presentation includes acceptable eye contact, volume, voice variation, pitch _______/10 

Class presentation is between 3 and 5 minutes long     _______/5 

       Total    _______/60 

Comments: 



Character Collage Poster  
Minimum of 25 newspaper, magazine, etc. clippings/drawings   _______/25 

Collage is visually pleasing (neat/creative)      _______/5 

Presentation includes acceptable eye contact, volume, voice variation, pitch _______/10 

Class presentation is between 3 and 5 minutes      _______/5 

Collage is representative to the personality/traits of ONE chosen character  _______/15 

 

     Total        _______/60 

Comments: 

 

 

 

Video Book Report 
Student presents video AS one of the characters in the book    _______/5 

Video is between 3 and 5 minutes long      _______/5 

Props and costumes are representative of time period, plot of book   _______/10 

Video includes acceptable eye contact, volume, voice variation, pitch  _______/10 

Video discusses character’s unique perspective as it pertains to the plot   _______/20 

After presenting video, student explains why they chose the character they did _______/10 

     Total        _______/60 

Comments:  

 
 
 
 
 
 
  


